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"84!" In"response"to"the"paucity"of"female"professionals"in"the"sciences,"programs"and"opportunities"have"been"created"to"encourage"girls"ZZ"primarily"middle"and"high"school"girls"ZZ"to"pursue"careers"in"the"STEM"fields."These"are"often"university"based"programs"such"as"the"one"at"Duke"University"called"FEMMES"(Females"Excelling"More"in"Math,"Engineering,"and"Science)"(Bonhivert"et"al"2008)."This"program,"in"particular,"was"a"one"day"event"that"had"activities"relating"to"engineering,"math,"and"science"that"was"taught"by"female"faculty."Surveys"were"conducted"before"and"after"the"event,"assessing"the"youth’s"interest,"knowledge,"and"confidence"in"the"aforementioned"fields."Their"findings"concluded"that"interest"in"all"three"areas"surveyed"increased,"most"notably"engineering."Though"this"was"geared"towards"girls"specifically,"it"shows"the"possibility"of"the"program"and"other"programs"like"it"being"a"confidence"builder"for"youth"and"their"relationship"to"STEM,"giving"them"a"solid"foundation"with"which"to"launch"into"college"and"maybe"even"a"career."" Programs"which"encourage"girls"to"go"into"the"STEM"fields,"usually"take"one"of"two"main"approaches"to"get"them"involved."The"first"focuses"on"the"gender"stereotypes,"using"them"in"a"way"so"as"to"garner"interest"(Nerd"Girls"2013)."In"these"types"of"programs,"being"smart"is"considered"sexy"as"well"as"being"highly"feminine."The"site"is"colored"pink,"both"showing"and"blatantly"stating"that"being"in"a"STEM"field"as"a"woman"does"not"require"the"loss"of"femininity."It"could"be"argued"the"image"of"girls’"femininity"and"how"they"are"perceived"by"external"sources"is"more"important"than"the"actual"material"being"taught"in"these"types"of"programs."These"programs"are"making"the"assumptions"that"girls"love"pink,"are"highly"feminine,"and"that"they"are,"“Developing"real"world"projects"using"your"all"your"talents,"not"just"your"book"smart"talents,"to"solve"problems"in"your"community"or"in"the"environment”"(Nerd"Girls"2013)."These"programs"not"only"use"gender"roles"to"their"advantage"but"also"take"advantage"of"the"fact"that"socialization"of"peer"groups"impacts"what"subject"girls"are"motivated"to"do"well"in"(Farkas,"Brown,"and"Leaper"2012)."With"this"presentation,"girls"may"or"may"not"be"more"inclined"to"join"a"program"relating"to"the"STEM"fields"like"this,"depending"on"that"girl’s"relationship"to"her"peers"and"her"own"gender"expression."" The"other"type"of"program"that"is"used"to"recruit"girls"to"the"STEM"fields"are"ones"that"are"more"focused"on"giving"girls"the"skills"they"need"to"succeed"at"jobs"within"the"STEM"fields"(Techbridge"2013)."In"these"
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+At"the"beginning"of"the"week,"the"girls"were"shy"or"insecure"or"scared"to"ask"questions"or"even"claim"any"label"considered"“nerdy”"The"youth"not"knowing"the"STEM"Ambassador,"were"very"inquisitive"about"the"ambassador’s"current"occupation,"my"school,"and"where"she"was"from,"though,"so"the"topic"of"gender"and"STEM"fields"came"up"frequently."In"one"incident"I"observed"the"following"which"was"marked"as"an"Uncomfortable"interaction"and"will"be"referred"to"as"Example"1:"" A"girl"asked"me"what"I"was"writing"down"just"now,"and"I"told"her"it"was"for"one"of"my"classes."She"said"to"me,"“No"offense,"but"that’s"nerdy.”"I"asked"if"she"knew"the"previous"STEM"Ambassador,"because"he"worked"this"camp"last"year."She"said"no."I"asked"what"classes"she"was"in."Mine"is"one"of"them"(Weird"Science).""She"said,"“Don’t"ask"me"to"do"anything"nerdy,"because"I’ll"suck"at"it.”""One"of"the"male"counselors,"an"elderly"gentleman,"said,"“No"you"don’t."You’re"in"my"club,"and"that’s"nerdy!”"The"girl"denied"this"and"retaliated"by"messing"up"his"hair"as"he"walked"by"her"top"bunk.""" By"the"end"of"the"week,"they"were"much"more"open"minded"and"forward"in"regards"to"asking"questions"about"the"material"and"about"their"skill"level"with"that"material."Some"of"them"wanted"to"be"walked"through"certain"activities."Others"kept"asking"how"much"were"materials"and"where"could"their"parents"buy"the"materials"for"a"solar"car."Many"of"the"kids"in"the"classes"would"request"one"specific"activity"that"they"had"heard"about"from"last"year"or"had"heard"was"available."" Even"though"classes"were"comprised"primarily"boys"who"wanted"to"play"with"Legos"or"build"robots,"the"girls"that"were"in"the"class"told"their"friends,"counselors,"and"even"parents"when"they"came"to"pick"their"child"up.""This"was"observed"as"multiple"youth"brought"their"parents"to"the"STEM"Ambassador"to"introduce"them"as"their"friend"and"express"the"lessons"that"had"been"taught"to"them"throughout"the"week"as"well"as"to"counselors"during"other"activities"and"when"exchanging"pleasantries"in"their"cabin"with"friends.""Many"girls"who"were"not"in"the"class"and"had"
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!!!!!!91!"queried"me"about"what"was"done"that"day"in"class"were"jealous"or"disappointed"that"they"were"not"going"to"have"the"opportunity"to"build"a"burglar"alarm"or"go"geocaching."Some"of"them"wanted"to"spend"their"free"time"doing"such"activities,"but"most"of"them"thought"they"could"not"or"should"not"or"that"it"was"“gross”"to"be"a"part"of"something"so"“nerdy”"However,"there"were"a"couple"of"moments"where"girls"were"positive"in"expressing"their"enjoyment"of"the"sciences,"but"there"were"other"girls"who"responded"negatively"to"their"peer"being"interested"in"a"subject"they"lacked"confidence"in"or"disliked.""One"such"example"was"marked"as"a"Friendly"interaction"and"will"be"referred"to"as"Example"2:"" A"girl"just"asked"me"if"I"was"good"at"math,"and"I"told"her"somewhat."""She"said"she"loved"math,"and"it"is"her"favorite"subject.""She’s"going"into"5th"grade.""She’s"a"Cherokee,"and"she"told"me"her"greatZgrandmother"was"one"too.""We"tried"to"figure"out"what"fraction"of"Cherokee"she’d"be"then,"and"a"girl"came"by"and"said,"“I"hate"fractions"and"division"and"big"numbers."I"like"0"x"0!”!"" The"girls"that"were"in"those"classes,"however,"worked"much"harder"than"the"boys"did"in"completing"their"assigned"tasks."There"was"one"class"where"Robotics"was"taught"for"thirty"minutes,"and"there"were"two"boys"and"one"girl"all"high"school"aged"in"the"class."Their"assigned"task"was"to"have"the"robot"run"through"an"obstacle"course"that"had"been"made"using"masking"tape."The"first"boy"believed"he"was"above"doing"the"work"for"the"class"and"so"did"nothing."The"second"boy"attempted"to"work"with"the"girl"in"completing"the"task"but"eventually"grew"frustrated"and"gave"up."Yet,"the"girl"stayed"for"not"only"the"length"of"the"class"but"also"for"both"her"snack"time"and"free"time"just"to"prove"that"she"could"do"it"which"she"did."This"is"not"representative"of"all"the"girls"in"that"were"in"my"classes,"however."" Not"only"were"these"changes"observed"in"the"girls’"attitudes"about"science"and"their"ability"to"do"it,"but"the"STEM"Ambassador"did"not"fit"their"typical"idea"of"what"a"woman"my"age"(20)"should"act"or"look"like."I"was"and"am"not"a"feminine"woman,"and"this"really"confused"the"majority"of"the"girls"that"I"interacted"with."There"was"one"such"incident"at"the"pool"which"was"marked"as"a"Traditional"interaction"and"will"be"referred"to"as"Example"3:""
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